My dear Sir:

Your letter of the 22 March reached me after much delay, and after an inefficient search for the testimonials in favor of Gov. Vroom as Judge of the Supreme Court, I can only say that I have quite a distinct recollection of your having handed me letters addressed to me individually highly recommending Gov. Vroom. Which must probably be turned among my private files. But, my dear Sir, the accumulation of your years of similar correspondence has left me in possession of so immense a number of papers, that it will require a long time to arrange them so as readily to command any I may be asked for. I am very far from having them now in that condition and am sure the friends of the Gov will have left trouble in renewing them than I in finding them. I write, as I was the best...
able, continue from time to time the search
and when I have laid my hand upon the
papers, will send them to you.

For your good opinion of my admin-
istration and its fruitful lasting results
upon the leading interests of the Country I
find much to console me for the obloquy which
it has been the effort of the world to polite-
leaders and theirajo to heap
upon me. I would not exchange the good
opinion of an honest man for the praise
of the whole host of knaves combined. Now
have I anything to fear from the fear of
impertinent knowing — for all our private
intricacies I have been much bewildered
most highly to esteem you, and it affords
me no ordinary satisfaction to be informed
by you that the feeling is reciprocated.

While I have nearly forgotten in the engrossing
occupations of my farm the presidential
Mansion and the politicians, yet there
are those of whom I often think with pleasure
and you are always prominent amon
And numbers.

I sincerely wish you all prosperity, happiness, and

and faithfulness.

John Tyler

Hon. Geo. Sykes.
Mount Holly
N. Jersey.
Charley's April 1875
April 18th
Hannet
New Jersey

E. Tyler